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Dr. Scout has appeared on NPR, The Larry King Live 
Show, the Melissa Harris Perry Show, and been 
interviewed dozens of newspapers. His work has won 
him recognition from the U.S. House of 
Representatives, two state governments, and many city 
governments. Dr. Scout received his Ph.D. from 
Mailman School of Public Health at Columbia 
University. He is a frequent cultural sensitivity trainer, 
specializing in working with government agencies. He 
also provides technical assistance on engaging disparity 
populations and program design. For over a decade, he 
ran the CDC funded LGBT tobacco & cancer disparity 
network. He is the father of three teens, a climber, 
and a leader in Rhode Island Hiking Club. 
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• Where do you come from?

• How many have had training before?

• What do you hope this training covers?
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3 Terminology Takeaways

There is too much for anyone to remember so…

1. Focus on using LGBT or LGBTQ and then echoing back the 

language they use. 

2. If they use something that makes you uncomfortable, just ask 

first to confirm that is their preference. 

3. If you are creating public materials, get a few in community 

people to vet the language first. 
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• Sexual orientation • Gender identity

• Gay
• Lesbian
• Bisexual
• Bi Plus
• Polyamorous
• Ace
• SOGI
• Aromantic
• Pansexual

• Trans
• Transexual
• DSD or Intersex
• Queer
• Genderqueer
• Gender fluid
• Demisexual
• SGM



LGBTQ yes & no

Yes

• Queer
• LGBTQQITSAA
• LGBT or LGBTQ
• transgender
• trans*
• trans
• trans man 
• trans woman
• transgender person
• Cis
• FTM or MTF
• LGBTQ communities

Please no 

• transgenders
• tranny 
• transgendered
• transman
• transwoman
• transgenderism
• say straight is opposite of 

LGBT
• Forget the largest LGBT 

group



New & better SOGI terms

@lgbt.whales

• ♔jay-pan/ace/gf❁ave-mtf ★jax-gay/gf ✺sara-bi/pg ⍥dyl-
pan/ace ♤lex&jace-ace ツconnor&cody-ftm ☼olie&sam&rin-
pan/gf ☾anna&eliana&ven-pan/demi ✬mags&rik&em&c&alex-pan



3 Terminology Takeaways

There is too much for anyone to remember so…

1. Focus on using LGBT or LGBTQ and then echoing back the 

language they use. 

2. If they use something that makes you uncomfortable, just ask 

first to confirm that is their preference. 

3. If you are creating public materials, get a few in community 

people to vet the language first. 
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Smoking Like a Chimney

Nearly 1 in 3 LGBT people smoke, a 
rate over 50% higher than the general 
population. 

Trans and bi experience additional 
discrimination and their smoking 
rates reflect this.
• Trans smoking rates have been 

reported at up to 83%. 
• Bi women are 2.6x more likely to 

smoke than straight women. 



Nicotine By Any Other Name

• 9.4% of LGBT adults are active 
e-cigarette users, which is 
almost double the rate of non-
LGBT adults

• ¼ of LGBT people had tried e-
cigarettes as of 2013

• LGB adults use cigars, 
cigarillos, pipes, and hookah at 
1.5 to 3 times the rate of 
others



Differential Risks

• LGB Hispanic youth are twice as 
likely to smoke cigarettes and 60% 
more likely to smoke hookah than 
heterosexual Hispanics

• Black LGB youth smoke cigars and 
clove cigarettes 66% more than 
white LGB youth, and 225% more 
than black heterosexual youth

• People living with HIV, who are 
disproportionately LGBT, smoke at 
two to three times the rate of 
others



Passing It On To Our Youth

• 40.5% of LGB high school 
students use tobacco products

• 19.2% of them smoke cigarettes, 
twice the rate of other students 

• Transgender youth smoke at a 
rate of 31%
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We are dubious

• History with health discrimination

• History with civil rights

• Direct experience

• Experiences of our friends



How does your program look to us? 



How does your program look to us? 



How does your program look to us? 



Where can you get expertise? 



Are you reaching out to us? 
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Pennsylvania

Are you reaching out to us? 
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New Mexico

Are you reaching out to us? 
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Michigan

Are you reaching out to us? 
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Michigan

Are you reaching out to us? 
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Michigan

Are you reaching out to us? 



28

Michigan

Are you reaching out to us? 
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Collect data



Ally/Service Professional Basics



Respect That Identity Documents Are a 
Barrier

• ~1 in 10 trans people have 

all IDs updated

• 68% have no IDs updated

• Cost is major barrier

• 1/3 of people without 

matching IDs had been 

harassed for it



Do we feel welcome? 



Spread Available Resources



Use that expertise! 



Thank you 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any further questions.

Scout

scoutout@gmail.com

310-786-8500

mailto:scoutout@gmail.com

